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Minutes of Executive Committee Meeting 
Date – 25th February 2020 

Venue - The Fourcroft Hotel, Tenby 
 

Committee members present  Chairman – Trevor Hallett 
      Harry Gardiner 
      Albie Smosarski 
      Neil Westerman 
      Howard Rawson-Humphries 
      Jim Cornwell 
      Jacqui Wingfield 
       
Members and guests present 
Keith Clarke, Edna Greenhalgh and Chris Osborne. 
TH formally welcomed CO to the meeting. 
  
1. Apologies for absence 
Apologies were received from David Glennerster and Tudor Thomas. 

 
2. Minutes of executive committee meeting 14th January 2020 
The minutes were accepted as a true record and signed by TH. 
  
3. Matters arising from 14th January 2020 meeting 

● AGM - #4 – Rotary panel – RM not present to provide an update – c/f  
● 3.1 Trees on South Parade – this will be pursued as part of the Conservation Area SPG project 
● 3.2 Tenby Sailing Club & other heritage plaque renovations – NW will ask whether DTT is prepared 

to continue with this item in future 
● 3.3 Tenby Choir Fundraising Evening – 14th May at St Mary’s Church – AS & HRH volunteered to 

man the door (arrival by 7.15pm) and JC will offer a vote of thanks at the end. All other members 
to spread the word and come along to the event which promises to be excellent 
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● 3.4 Tenby Development Trust – CO explained how the significant funds had accumulated in the 
Trust and was thanked by all present for the generous donation of the whole amount of £2,219.12 
to TCS on its cessation. AS was unable to confirm whether the funds were now showing in the TCS 
account as February’s bank statement had not yet arrived. The transfer was initiated on 5th 
February 2020 by Ian Badham on behalf of TDT. 

● 3.5 Charities Commission – NW confirmed that DTT had completed all outstanding submissions 
and amendments on the CC website and will be handing over all documentation and passwords 
to NW who has agreed to take on this responsibility in future. All present thanked NW for agreeing 
to take this responsibility over. 

● 3.6 Tenby Town Walls Trust - NW will ask whether DTT is prepared to continue with this item in 
future 

 
4. Correspondence 

4.1. Jane Wilson (PCC) ref Meadow Farm camping licence – JW had been in email contact and 
received confirmation from Jane Wilson that she would write to the owners reminding them of 
their ‘25 tent pitch only’ licence and would try and visit during the season to ensure compliance. 
JW stated she would be forwarding weekly photographs from 1st March 2020 to Ms Wilson to 
illustrate when the licence conditions were being ignored. 

4.2. Karen Bolton (PCNPA) – HG had received email correspondence stating that Karen Bolton had 
written to the agent for Meadow Farm stating that planning approval had been refused for the 
‘shed’ reception and that it be removed. The agent is now appealing the decision so it seems likely 
that the shed will remain in place whilst the dispute is resolved.  

4.3. Kate Wonnacott (PCC) – confirming that Westgate House had their alcohol licence approved on 
28th October 2019 

 
5. Membership  

AS stated that there had been very few renewals and no Newsletter had yet been issued so no 
reminder has been sent either. 
JW will send a reminder with the AGM Notice next week (which may or may not include the Newsletter 
and Annual Report) and will also arrange for a notice to be placed in the next Tenby Observer. 
 

6. Treasurers Report 
 NatWest current account £ 2,258.10 

National Savings  £ 8,012.77 
 TOTAL    £10,270.87 
 
 Allen’s View   £    794.88  
 

The movement on Allen’s View since the last meeting comprises two new donations totalling £70.69 
and payments to Dan Badham (tree surgery) £200 and £42.98 on materials. 
 

Civic Week (as in Narberth) to raise the profile and funds for the Society with a series of events such 
as open houses, guided walks and talks – c/f. 
 

7. Planning 
See Appendix 1 for details. 

• NP/20/0096/FUL Ice Cream Hut – all agreed with HG’s proposed list of objections. JC 
questioned the Society’s support for replanting of the trees on South Parade. It was explained 
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that the Society’s original purpose was to support tree planting back in the mid 1950’s and 
whilst there was some disagreement between committee members on next steps now that all 
the trees have been removed, it is something that will be progressed once the soil has been 
declared disease-free. Indeed, as part of the Conservation Area there is a requirement to 
replant. It was noted that the pavements surrounding the original planting holes are in a 
terrible state and this will also need to be addressed 

• Bryn Hir – HG praised the tree report which has been done on the area. Objections have been 
sent in re the lack of extra landscape screening for the skyline along the two southern hedge 
boundaries. There remain a number of important issues relating to traffic management, speed 
limits and safe routes to school that have not yet been addressed. The committee agreed that 
if the proportion of social housing is changed from the current 102 out of 144 then the Society 
will lodge an objection. 

• Conservation Area SPG – HG requested that any comments be passed back to him in order 
that he can liaise with Rob Scourfield. HG will forward the information to CO and JC. HRH 
questioned the extended conservation area boundary which seemed to exclude a particular 
building (Dominos building) which if compared to others further along ought to be included. 
HG to progress. The future development of the old 1960’s Post Office building was also 
discussed. 

• Plastic sash windows – HG circulated a brief note (Appendix 2) and requested comments. EG 
stated that there are a number of dangerous ‘outward opening’ ground floor replacement 
windows in Tenby and wondered whether these conformed to building regulations. HG asked 
for addresses in order that checks could be made. 

• Shop Signage (general) – Trespass have a new sign. There are many signs that either do not 
have permission or do not conform to current conservation standards – the topic will also be 
pursued via the Conservation Area SPG work 

 
8. Allen’s View 

See Appendix 1 for details. 
HG confirmed that whilst the urgent tree surgery has been competed there is more work to be done 
on low overhanging branches. The Tree Safety Survey will be completed in March (cost £250) after 
which a tree work programme can be planned. HRH thanked HG on behalf of all present for his tireless 
work in managing Allen’s View. 
HRH to lend HG his telescopic saw and arrange for the disposal of the final shed remains. 
 

9. Current Projects Update 
● 9.1 Guide Book – DTT is re-writing the document 
● 9.2 Slippery Back/Wedding Oaks plaque/s – HG has sourced a supplier of stainless steel plaques 

and will discuss with Martin Hurlow. The committee agreed to cover any additional costs in excess 
of the £100 donation that Mr Hurlow is making. 
 

10. Licensing 
No new licensing applications appear to have been submitted. 
 

11. Transport 
NW had circulated responses received from Ken Skates and Owen Roberts prior to the meeting. 
There appears little appetite for change to bus timetables before the current contracts are up for 
renewal in 2023. However, new train timetables have been issued for commencement in May and 
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the 1 hour wait in Swansea for the London train has been removed. This is a great result and NW 
was congratulated for his efforts in helping to make this happen. 

 
12. AOB 

12.1. AGM 4th April 2020 

• Augustus Place is booked. JW will collect key on Friday 3rd from De Valence (morning). All to 
arrive 1.30pm on 4th April to unlock and re-arrange the furniture 

• JC confirmed he is still happy to be our guest speaker “The Role of the Town Crier” 

• Tenby Treasure – JW will check whether DTT has in fact produced the certificate/plaque. JW 
will collect chocs/flowers at the last minute. NW will confirm whether our proposed TT will 
actually be attending the AGM 

• Annual Report & Newsletter – JW will chase DTT to see if/when the annual report and 
newsletter will be produced. If soon enough, it will be circulated via email/post as notice to 
members of the AGM * 

• Income & Expenditure Report – AS confirmed that the report is with Andrew Davies for 
audit after which he will sort 30 copies 

• AGM Agenda – JW will produce and circulate as per * above 

• Refreshments & raffle – AS will sort tickets. EG will sort tea/coffee/milk/sugar. JW will make 
cakes. ALL TO BRING SUITABLE RAFFLE PRIZE  

• Agenda, minutes of AGM 2019 and annual report/newsletter – JW will sort 30 copies 

• Election of officers and executive committee – according to the table below – HRH to check 
whether Caroline Thomas is prepared to continue as President 

 

Position Name Proposed by Seconded by 

Chairman Trevor Hallett Albie Smosarski 
Howard Rawson-

Humphries 

Vice Chairman 
Howard Rawson-

Humphries 
Albie Smosarski Harry Gardiner 

Honorary Treasurer Albie Smosarski Jacqui Wingfield Keith Clarke 

Honorary Secretary Jim Cornwell  Trevor Hallett Albie Smosarski 

Committee Member Harry Gardiner Jacqui Wingfield Trevor Hallett 

Committee Member Neil Westerman 
Howard Rawson-

Humphries 
Harry Gardiner 

Committee Member Chris Osborne  Trevor Hallett Neil Westerman 

Committee Member Keith Clarke  Jacqui Wingfield Harry Gardiner 

Committee Member Edna Greenhalgh  
Howard Rawson-

Humphries 
Jacqui Wingfield 

 

12.2. Website  
CO agreed to take over the website administration from JW after the AGM. KC proposed a richly 
deserved vote of thanks to the minutes secretary who will be standing down at the AGM. (Thank 
you!) 

 
 
NEXT MEETING TUESDAY 2nd JUNE 2020 2PM @ FOURCROFT HOTEL TENBY 
 
AGM SATURDAY 4TH APRIL 2020 2PM @ AUGUSTUS PLACE 
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APPENDIX 1 

TCS Exec. Committee   Feb2020    - Allens View  & Planning HFG. 
 
I went to check Allens View after the first storm and found it had broken off a lower branch of a 
Monterey Pine beside the main path. This would have been the vicious 15 minutes of hurricane 
conditions just after 3pm.  As the branch was lodged on other branches and could have fallen onto 
the path, that area was taped off and all three entrances taped off with notices saying closed for a 
week till the tree surgeon could put it right.  Branch falls happen in extreme gust conditions when 
there are no walkers !   
The tree surgeon also removed an old pine crowded by growth by more recent beech trees in the 
north glade. A tall stump has been left for possible tree carving as it is prominent near the top 
entrance. 
In the next two gales some low Monterey branches have drooped even lower, some drooping into 
buddleia scrub , others into the southern view.  “ Low branch droop” with increased age and weight 
has emerged as an action issue. 
 
Tree checks are showing no urgent problems, but several trees are identified for checking by 
Rob Marsh in the five year re-assessment this year, scheduled for April as he hasn’t seen the site 
at that time.  He has agreed to return in August specifically to check any progress of ash die back.  
Felling is recommended when 50% of the top canopy is affected; so we should then have a good 
idea when to allow for ash felling in the next 5 – 10 years. Further site improvements could align 
with that programme. Money/grants could be needed.  Rob will also be asked to comment on scrub, 
fire risks, surplus logs and replacing the Blackthorn groups sinking into a horizontal slumber !! 
   Ash germinates freely so it will be a continuing issue when they mature, decades ahead. 
   Replacement trees need planting now, to allow enough growth to substitute for lost ash wind 
cover to other trees. 
   Following Committee’s agreement to a memorial tree planting, Joanne Suvarna’s family 
arranged the planting of a 12 foot silver birch by Grandiflora, ( the business started by Allens View 
donor Peter Hainsworth).  A photo and article were agreed with Joanne and went in the Observer. 
   Ground cover and bush planting has been extended alongside paths in the southern glade as part 
of a general aim to structure planting and growth along paths, both to decorate and to guide 
walkers  The Tenby daffodils are flowering better than last year, but only about a fifth of plantings.  
Mini daffs are doing well, some need re-planting, which works works well. 
   Hopefully drier Sundays will allow volunteers to do the maintenance listed last time. 
 

PLANNING 
Rob Scourfield has made an informal invitation to me ( and the Town Council ) to comment on the 
draft Conservation Area Document before it goes out for formal consultation, so I circulated the 
document and maps.  
Please forward any comments to Harry to keep to the procedure Rob wanted. 
 
Applications 
 
Meadow Farm intend to appeal against the refusal for the reception building.  The enforcement 
officer had requested they remove it. 
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NP/20/0096/FUL Siting of beach style hut & associated advertisement signs between March 1st - 
October 31st seasonally on existing P.C.C ice cream concession pitch.  Beside Walls at Imperial hotel. 
Comments for Exec cottee approval… 

1) Apologies for the detailed comments but space by the Town Walls is a sensitive and special.  
2) Whilst the beach hut design is appropriate for a seashore location, positioning alongside the 

Town Walls is Not an appropriate location, being an intrusion in the street scene in front 
of the Town Walls, a listed Ancient monument.  

3) Approval would serve as a precedent for more hut proposals to the County and the Park to 
exploit the long space in front of the Town Walls. A series of unco-ordinated such huts would be 
very intrusive and lack co-ordinated design to match the character of the Town Walls. 

4) Removing the hut out of season is not clear and could become an issue for enforcement. 
5) Current summer provision of ice cream on the first Esplanade balcony by a tricycle cart is much 

less obtrusive and even accommodates to unsuitable weather when the hut was still there but 
shut up.  Provision on wheels does not require planning permission and is more flexible 
and simpler for the County to manage with licences. 

6) The tradition of ice cream on wheels has long been part of the character of Tenby’s season. 
7) The proposal indicates the need for action to improve the pavements along the main stretch of 

the Town Walls.  The Society are in favour of trees being replanted, but fewer and smaller 
species than in the past; several spaces in the Conservation Area lack trees and need landscape 
softening. 

 
NP/20/0058/LBA 7   Proposed internal alterations and installation of mezzanine floor in main 
chapel, former Ocean Commotion, Lower Frog Street, Tenby   
 
We welcome the care with which new additions will not involve any intrusive alterations to the original 
structures of the interior, including windows and retaining the outer doors.  If the existing internal 
balcony floor is original rather than a modern replacement it should be retained rather than 
replaced with new boarding indicated for the whole new first floor.  
 

NP/20/0057/FUL Removal of defective windows & replace with new  Bali Hai Cafe, Upper Frog Street, 
Tenby, Pembrokeshire, SA70 7JG 
The more in period windows proposed are welcomed. 
 
NP/19/0592/LBA & 0591/FUL  Provide handrailing around existing dwarf parapet to balcony area to 
permit use  5 & 6 Glendower House, The Norton, Tenby, Pembrokeshire, SA70 8AH 
The proposal is in period character with the buildings and the other nearby balcony, so is 
welcome.   We also welcome the applicants consultation with neighbours. 
(We would observe that galvanising appears to weather long term better than paint or powder coatings 
on railings, however the paint proposed will match with other existing railings.)  
 
NP/19/0361/OUT  Housing Land at Brynhir  Amended details. 
 
The only amendment we can welcome is PCC’s Tree Protection Plan and the Revised Tree report assessing the 
trees to be retained around and within the housing and those that should be felled. 
Significant landscape issues have been ignored.  
 
We have to recommend refusal for the current scheme - unless  
the road layout and housing details for road 5 and especially road 6, as well as the southern boundary of the 
water retention area are revised ( to fit the revised tree protection plan ), allowing 
(a) retention of trees along the two existing hedge and tree rows across the southern parts of the site, and 
reserving their Root Protection Areas, 
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(b) planting of additional trees to serve as intervisibility screening where the Wych Elm are now designated for 
felling,  and in tree gaps along the southern boundary with the new Cemetery. 
(c ) a scheme for planting to replace the large number of elms in the TPO and hedges that are at risk in the 
medium term from disease and felling for safety reasons, replacements starting early in the phasing. 
 
There is no sign the applicant or agent appreciate the need for added southern tree screening - 2 and 3 story 
houses will be very visible, intruding on the green skyline above Tenby. Few parts of the green ridge skylines 
around Tenby and the Ritec basin show any development on these slopes or especially skylines. They form a 
prominent part of the special landscape character of the setting of Tenby and of this section of the National Park; 
buildings are in contravention of LDP Policies 8, 15 and 29(a).   
If these policies apply to one small single-story building on a similar position on this ridge, see Refusal 
NP/19/0530/FUL, then the screening with substantial tree cover along the southern boundaries of the Bryn Hir 
site is vital to this scheme to meet these policies. Slopes south and south east of the site have been included in 
the  the revised Boundaries for Tenby Conservation Area (which adjoins the southern boundary of Bryn Hir) and 
were adopted precisely to protect the green hill slope setting for Tenby.  As proposed the scheme would damage 
the setting of the Conservation Area. 
 
Our previous reservations about the lack of a right turn centre lane into the site, the lack of a coherent 
sustainable transport scheme, etc still remain as substantial reasons why the application is not acceptable. The 
steep cutting suggested for the access road will make a drastic intrusion reducing the Green Wedge. 
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APPENDIX 2 
 

TCS exec Feb2020.  JW & HFG.       Replacing wooden sash windows. 
 
Jacqui Wingfield looked at purchase and long term costs. 

(a) Double glazed replacement sashes reduce heat loss by two thirds. 
(b) Installation costs sash window is say, £800 UPVC then £1600 Wood . 
(c) Life UPVC 35 years max, wood 100+ years if maintained. 
(d)  UPVC require little maintenance,( seals, hinges)  Wood regular painting (5-7years?) and 

checking/repair of seals. 
(e) UPVC a good buy over 30 years, but over 100 mean 3 replacements, so wood, even with 

maintenance is equal or cheaper over the buildings life.  
Jacqui’s conclusion was that replacement WOOD sashes was important for older ‘Period’ 
properties: preserving a building heritage, where ‘like for like’ preserved not just the 
appearance but the substance of the original building. 
 
Rob Scourfield provided a guide to The National Park’s approach 

(a) Double glazed replacements were fine for energy reasons and would look the same provided 
glazing bars were rebated.  No supplier problem with slim frames or the rebates. 

(b) On Listed buildings, existing wood sashes should really be repaired, if not replaced with like 
for like in frame dimensions etc.. Problem with rear windows. Enforcement on non wood 
replacements. 

(c) In the pre 2020 CA (Conservation Area), the Park applies an Article 4 directive, whereby 
planning permission must be sought. Expectation is for wood replacements. 

(d) In the new CA extension, no article 4 applies so replacements have to be in matching style, as 
in plastic sashes in 6The Green a few months ago. 

(e) Rear windows are often a problem.  Often non-wood replacements have been done so date 
cannot be established; hard to enforce for wood. 

 
So - Wood for wood replacement is clear for Listed Buildings.  
Two levels of control for unlisted buildings in the Conservation Area, both assuming 
windows in the same style, but probably wood in the earlier conservation area boundaries.  
 
Rob’s explanation seems clear and effective if a bit complicated!  
 
Would we want an Article 4 control in the new extension to the conservation area- they mean 
planning applications for any chimney/facades/windows/curtilage alterations/replacements? 
 

  
 
 


